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1WorldSync and LANSA Extend 

Global Partnership Agreement 
Industry Leaders Align to simplify end-to-end product 
item integration for their Customers! 
 

1WorldSync, the leading global product information network and data 
synchronization platform and LANSA, a recognized leader of business process 

integration and data synchronization software, announced today they have 
aligned on a global partnering agreement. This will provide their mutual 

customers with a complete "end-to-end" solution for product information 
management and distribution (http://www.lansa.com/pim/en/introduction.htm). 
 

 
Martin Fincham (left, CEO, LANSA) and Nihat Arkan (right, CEO, 1WorldSync) 
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With the emergence of multi-channel commerce, and mobile/social engagement, the 
need for connected and trusted product content has grown exponentially. Customers are 

seeking a single, fully integrated technology solution for item creation and management. 
1WorldSync’s strength has always been providing the combination of trusted data, 
enabling technology and professional services to its customers to share product 

information with its trading partners. LANSA, on the other hand, has always focused on 
"behind the firewall" solutions that create, enrich, aggregate, manage and share product 

information. 
 
 

Both companies have a proven history of working together, since 2001, and have 
successfully completed many joint customer engagements by simplifying Item 

Management Processes through thought leadership and technology. This new and 
extended level of global collaboration will help our joint customers to ensure that 

product information is managed efficiently and remains accurate and timely throughout 
its lifecycle. 
 

 
Nihat Arkan, CEO 1WorldSync added." Consumer demand is driving the need for 

management and control of a significantly expanded set of product attributes. This is 
both an opportunity and a challenge for brand owners, retailers and distributors. They 
have the opportunity to capture market share by making this information readily 

available to their customers, but it requires them to manage an enormous amount of 
information. Our extended global partnership with LANSA provides customers with a 

fully integrated solution for item management that makes the governance of such 
business-critical data more efficient." 
 

 
"We have strengthened our long-standing relationship with 1WorldSync to provide joint 

and new customers with a more complete end-to-end B2B and B2C data management 
solution. As a result of this new collaboration agreement we will each invest even more 
in our joint engineering, sales, marketing and service delivery efforts, thereby creating 

the first global powerhouse for Product Information Management (PIM) solutions in the 
GS1 community." – Martin Fincham, CEO, LANSA 

 
 
As a leading global healthcare company and loyal customer of 1WorldSync and LANSA, 

Abbott Laboratories, Inc. has benefited greatly through the partnership by meeting the 
2012 GTIN Sunrise requirements, establishing their base product information in GDSN 

and continuing to extend their product data by starting to incorporate the Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA) Unique Device Identification (UDI) requirements all through 
very solid client relationships and collaboration. 

 
 

1WorldSync and LANSA will embark upon joint industry imperatives providing a turnkey 
PIM solution with real-time integration, focused on product data management and 
synchronization enabling customers to have a highly configurable solution. 
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About 1WorldSync 

With more than 15,000 customers across 54 countries, 1WorldSync is the industry 

leader in global product data management and data pool solutions certified for the GS1 
Global Data Synchronization Network(TM) (GDSN(R)). 1WorldSync solutions and 
services allow companies to share trusted product information with one another and 

with consumers, driving business and convenience for everyone, all around the world. 
1WorldSync is a joint venture of GS1 Germany and GS1 US, which are member 

organizations of GS1, the organization that develops global standards for identifying, 
capturing and sharing product information. For more information, 

visit www.1worldsync.com. 
 
 

  

http://www.1worldsync.com/
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Standard Log and Trace files L4Web 
 
Standard log and trace files to look for when attempting to resolve L4Web related issues 

- includes VLF-WEB, VLF.NET and LongRange-LANSA ……….. 
 

 

File Platform Typical Location 

QPJOBLOG spool 
files 

IBM i Various IBM i output queues – sometimes on 
QEZJOBLOG  

lx_wam.log IBM i  log directory 

x_err.log All IBM i – log directory 
Windows – temp directory 

LANSAWEB.log Windows temp directory 

X_Tracennn.txt All  temp directory 

 
 

 IBM i log directory is usually \LANSA_<pgmlib>\x_lansa\log on IFS 

 IBM i temp directory is usually \LANSA_<pgmlib>\x_lansa\tmp on IFS 
 Windows temp directory is usually C:\Windows\Temp 

 
 
The full algorithm for the location of the log and temp directories is documented in the 

LANSA Technical Reference in the topic ‘TPTH Parameter’. 
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iOS 7 Data Protection 
 

 
Starting with iOS 7, data protection will be enabled by default for all applications. 

 
 

Defaulting to secure data 
This change will go largely unnoticed by users, but will offer additional protection to 

their data. 
 

On iOS, if you have a passcode set on your device, your data can be encrypted with it. 
 

The catch is, developers have to specifically enable data protection in their applications 
to make use of this encryption. 
 

If somebody were to jailbreak your device and bypass the passcode, they could 
potentially access data in any application where developers had not enabled data 

protection. 
 
Starting with iOS 7, data protection will be enabled by default for all applications. 

 
 

 

Activation Lock 
Currently if your iPhone is stolen, Find My iPhone can help you track it down, disable it, 
or erase it, but only if it's on and connected to the Internet. 

 
If a thief immediately powers your iPhone off, then restores it to factory defaults, you're 

out of luck. 
 
Activation Lock works by requiring your Apple ID and password to activate an iPhone, 

even after it has been wiped. 
 

This means that even if a criminal completely wipes your devices and reinstalls iOS, the 
phone can't be activated unless they also have your credentials. 
 

This feature only works if Find My iPhone is enabled on the device. 
 

There has been some unwarranted concern on what Activation Lock will mean for users 
trying to sell their old devices, but iPhone owners need not worry. If you disable Find My 
iPhone (which will require your Apple ID and password), prior to resetting your iPhone, 

it will no longer be locked to your Apple ID. 
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End Support Windows XP 
 

Might be useful to remind you about this…….. 
 

 
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/enterprise/endofsupport.aspx 
 

 
 
 
 
  

http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/enterprise/endofsupport.aspx
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LANSA Open for .NET license error  
 
LANSA Open for .NET is available to allow developers to write .NET applications that 

connect to either an IBM i server or a Windows server. There is a version of LANSA 
Open for .NET available for download and evaluation from the LANSA web site for 

existing LANSA customers. Refer to LANSA Open for 
.NET (http://www.lansa.com/support/register/lopendownload.htm) for download details. 
 

As part of the LANSA Open for .NET install procedure, you must import files onto the 
server. Failure to complete the imports can cause problems when using LANSA Open for 

.NET. One possible issue is that the following license error can be generated The server 
does not have a valid license. 
 

 
To install on an IBM i Server: 

 Use LOPEN_Server_Systemi.zip. This contains a savefile called 'lopensav" which 
can be used to import into your LANSA system 

 

To install on a Windows Server: 
 Use LOPEN_Server_Windows.zip. This contains a set of files to be imported by the 

LANSA LIMPORT facility 
 
 

Depending on the platform either one of these zip files must be imported into the 
nominated partition as part of the installation procedure. Full details of the installation 

procedures are listed in the 'Installation Guide.pdf' downloadable from LANSA website. 
 
 

Note 
You must also have a valid license to run LANSA Open for .NET. A 30 day evaluation 
license can be requested on the LANSA Open for .NET download page by providing the 

CPU details for the server to be used. 
 

  

http://www.lansa.com/support/register/lopendownload.htm
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Windows 8.1 Upgrade Clearing 
.NET Component Registration 
 

The ability to enrol .NET components was introduced in Visual LANSA V13.  
 

Recently it was discovered that upgrading from Windows 8 to 8.1 has presented a 
possible issue when accessing 3rd party .NET components in Visual LANSA. 

 
The exact cause to this issue is not known, but it does occur after upgrading from 
Windows 8 to 8.1. The DLL's for the .NET components still exist in their appropriate 

location but all registrations of these components have been cleared from their standard 
registry location,   

HKLM\Software\Wow6432Node\Microsoft\.NETFramework\AssemblyFolders. 
 
 

Work Around 
Currently the only known solution is to re-register all the .NET components manually 
through RegEdit. 

Any components that have been cleared will display an error message refering to the 
component missing. 
 

See below for examples of the errors you may encounter: 
1. The following image is an example of how the enrolled .NET component will appear 

in the Visual LANSA Source editor when the registration is cleared by the Windows 8 
upgrade to 8.1. 

 
  

2. The follwing image is an Example of how the source code of a form or Reusuable 
Part, where a .NET component was defined, would appear when the registration is 

cleared. 
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3. This following is an example of the fatal error that will occur if you try and run an 
application with an unregistered .NET component. 
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Internet Explorer Settings Tips 
 

So for all those who may not know the following, here are some tips for you Internet 
Explorer settings which I find incredibly annoying.  

 
They might be useful for the average user but just get in the way for someone trying to 
debug a problem (i.e. I am a programmer, stop trying to “help” me). 

 
1) In the newer versions of Internet Explorer the “Preserve Favorites website data” 

was introduced in the setting for deleting browser history. If this is CHECKED 
what it means is IE on its own will decide for you what you are allowed to delete 
or not delete. So when you tell someone to clear their browser cache it is only 

“sort of” cleared. This flag should be UNCHECKED if you really want to clear the 
entire browser cache. 

 
2) If you have the History checkbox CHECKED when you do a Delete of browser 

history it will REMOVE your websites you have added from compatibility view 

settings. Ever wonder why your websites you added to compatibility mode have 
disappeared? This is why. 
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3) In the second screen shot it shows a setting I find particularly annoying. So you 
run a url to call LANSA and the webserver and/or LANSA go through all the 

trouble of delivering you an error message. The when you get to IE it just decides 
to change it to something “friendly” for you and you don’t see the real error. This 
occurs if you have “show friendly HTTP error messages” CHECKED. 

 
 

 
 
 
So I have settings as above to avoid these issues. 
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How big can an RDMLX working list be? 
 
Theoretically it can have 215 – 1 rows and an entry length of 215 – 1. That’s approx 2 
million rows/2 million bytes. The length required to hold a field value in an entry is not 

the maximum length of the RDMLX Field. It is independent of the Field length as its 
dynamically allocated. It’s fixed to what’s required to hold the pointer and other 

attributes. About 20 bytes. RDML Fields DO take the maximum length as they always 
have. 256 Alpha takes 256 bytes. 
 

A *MAX list is an RDMLX List. It might also be called *MIN as it will only use space for 
its current entries.  

It does not reserve space. Memory is dynamically allocated as required for the used size 
of *Varchar when an entry is added to the list. And the entries are dynamically added 

to. 
 
There are no limits to number of fields, except that the total length required to store the 

entry data is limited. 
 

There are no limits as to the lengths of the fields in a list, except for their inherent 
restrictions. I.e maximum length of a *Varchar. 
 

It’s possible to reference 13 petabytes of data in one of these lists, but as they are in-
memory structures they are limited by RAM size and how much you want to hit the 

swap file! They are far more capable than the machines on which they run and will be 
for a very long time! Say 20 bytes per field and max 64 kb field length then max entry 
length is about 100,000 and total data that may be referenced in a row = 100,000 x 64 

kb = 6.5 GBytes. Multiply that by 215 – 1 rows and you get a very big number! 
 

If that’s not enough – use CLOBs instead of Varchars - or just define more working 
lists.   
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Applying a license to a standalone 
V13 LANSA Integrator installation 
 

1. Licensing Instructions for Independent LANSA Integrator 

installations (no Base LANSA) - IBM i 
The following instructions can be used to apply and view the LANSA Integrator License 

when working on an Independent system. 
 

A. Applying standalone LANSA Integrator licences on an IBM i 
 
Call the JSMSUPP program. 

 
a. Use a library qualified program call. 

 
b. The JSMSUPP program determines the library from the CALL command. 

 
c. The JSMSUPP program determines the JSM instance directory from the JSMMGRDTA 
data area. 

 
d. The path of the licence file is created using the following format. 

'JSM instance directory' + '/system/' + 'x_lic_{MODEL}_{SERIAL}' 
 
e. The input XML file needs to an absolute path. 

 
Note: It is recommended to put the input XML file in the JSM system directory along 

with the generated licence file. 
 
f. The CALL needs to be submitted, so a spool file report is created. 

 
Note: The 'Apply' command is Case-Sensitive and needs to be specified exactly as listed 

in this document. 
 
 

SBMJOB CMD(CALL PGM(<jsm library>/JSMSUPP) PARM('Apply' '/LANSA_<jsm 
library>/jsm/instance/system/x_lic_E4A_063FD44_0_0000077819.xml')) 

JOB(APPLYLIC)  
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g. Use the WRKSPLF command to view the report. 

 
Note: If LANSA Integrator is part of a LANSA install and the '/system/' licence file does 

not exist, then the licences will be applied to the LANSA licence file. 
 
 

B. Printing standalone LANSA Integrator licences on an IBMi 
 

Call the JSMSUPP program. (instructions a-d as per above) 
 
a. The CALL needs to be submitted, so a spool file report is created. 

SBMJOB CMD(CALL PGM(<jsm library>/JSMSUPP) PARM('Print')) JOB(PRINTLIC) 
Note: The 'Print' needs to be in this case.  

 
 
b. Use the WRKSPLF command to view the report. 
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2. Licensing Instructions for Independent LANSA Integrator 

installations (no Base LANSA) - Windows 
 
After copying the license xml file to your PC, add the license codes to the LANSA 

Integrator license file by running this executable this way: 
Note: The Keywords Apply and Print are case-sensitive and needs to be used as shown. 

C:/ {INTEGRATOR_ROOT}/integrator/instance/system/jsmsupp Apply ‘<new license xml 
path>’ 
 

where ${INTEGRATOR_ROOT} refers to the LANSA Integrator installation directory, and 
<new license xml path> refers to where the new license code xml file is.  

 
Similarly, you can view existing LANSA Integrator licenses as follows:  

C:\{INTEGRATOR_ROOT}/integrator/instance/system/jsmsupp Print 
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*NEW and Constructors 
 

LANSA V13 introduced constructors fora n instance and a *NEW operator for inline 
constructions. How can they be used and what are the advantages of them? 

 
 

*NEW 
 Allows for inline instance creation. 
 No need for a Define_Com to store the instance. 
 Creates an object and keeps it alive for the duration of a command. 

 Perfect for objects we want to use and throw away immediately afterwards. 
 Reduces “clutter”. 

 
 

Constructors 
 Document the requirements of an object. 

 Object cannot be created without the constructor being executed. 
 Simplifies creation code. 

 Reduces “clutter” 
 
 

 
 

The OLD way of creating objects 
 

Define_Com Class(#Prim_lcol<#xDemoDataObjectLite>) Name(#Data) 
 
Mthroutine Name(Load) 

Define_Com Class(#xDemoEmployeeLite) Name(#Employee) 
Reference(*dynamic) 

 
Select Fields(#Empno) From_File(pslmst) 
 

Set_Ref Com(#Employee) To(*Create_as #xDemoEmployeeLite) 
 

#Employee.EmployeeNumber := #Empno 
 
#Data.Insert( #Employee ) 

 
#Employee <= *null 

 
Endselect 
 

Endroutine 
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The NEW way of creating objects 
 
Define_Com Class(#Prim_lcol<#xDemoDataObjectLite>) Name(#Data) 

 
Mthroutine Name(Load) 

 
Select Fields(#Empno) From_File(pslmst) 
 

#Data.Insert( (*New #xDemoEmployeeLite.Create( #Empno )) ) 
 

Endselect 
 
Endroutine 

 
 


